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Cuneus and fusiform cortices thickness is reduced
in trigeminal neuralgia
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Abstract

Background: Chronic pain disorders are presumed to induce changes in brain grey and white matters. Few studies
have focused CNS alterations in trigeminal neuralgia (TN).

Methods: The aim of this study was to explore changes in white matter microstructure in TN subjects using
diffusion tensor images (DTI) with tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS); and cortical thickness changes with surface
based morphometry. Twenty-four patients with classical TN (37-67 y-o) and 24 healthy controls, matched for age
and sex, were included in the study.

Results: Comparing patients with controls, no diffusivity abnormalities of brain white matter were detected.
However, a significant reduction in cortical thickness was observed at the left cuneus and left fusiform cortex in the
patients group. The thickness of the fusiform cortex correlated negatively with the carbamazepine dose (p = 0.023).

Conclusions: Since the cuneus and the fusiform gyrus have been related to the multisensory integration area and
cognitive processing, as well as the retrieval of shock perception conveyed by Aδ fibers, our results support the role
of these areas in TN pathogenesis. Whether such changes occurs as an epiphenomenon secondary to daily
stimulation or represent a structural predisposition to TN in the light of peripheral vascular compression is a matter
of future studies.
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Background
Classical trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is characterized by
severe paroxysms of electric, shock-like pain limited to
one or more divisions of the trigeminal nerve [1]. It is
commonly evoked by trivial stimuli but frequently oc-
curs spontaneously.
Although TN’s pathogenesis is not fully understood,

there is increasing evidence suggesting that it may be re-
lated to chronic vascular compression of the trigeminal
nerve root entry zone (REZ). This chronic compression
may lead to focal demyelination, consequent generation of
aberrant activities (ectopic discharges) and pathological
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cross-activation between large and small afferent fibers
(ephaptic cross-talk) [2]. This peripheral process may in-
duce secondary central changes resulting in sensitization
of nociceptive neurons at the trigeminal nucleus and/or
higher brain structures [3,4].
Abnormal high-frequency stimulation due to chronic

pain could likewise induce morphological changes in noci-
ception modulatory areas. Grey matter abnormalities have
been observed in several chronic painful conditions like
phantom pain, chronic back pain, fibromyalgia and chronic
head pain [5-7]. On the other hand, white matter dif-
fusional changes were reported in brain areas involved in
sensory, modulatory and cognitive functions in tem-
poromandibular disorder (TMD), cluster headache, mi-
graine, complex regional pain syndrome CRPS and
fibromyalgia [8-12].
Two previous publications reported on reduction of

grey matter volume (GMV) in TN using voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) in brain areas related to pain
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processing and integration [13,14]. The question remains
as whether these results reflect plastic changes of the brain
as a consequence of chronic nociceptive input or a causal
factor for the development of TN.
The aim of this study was to investigate grey (GM) and

white matter (WM) structural changes in TN and verify
whether such changes would relate to disease duration,
medication or sensory deficits. A MRI surface-based ana-
lysis was performed to approach GM abnormalities. For
assessment of WM architectural diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) with factional anisotropy (FA) measurements and
tract-based-spatial-statistics (TBSS) were used.

Methods
Subjects
Twenty-four consecutive patients with classical TN (18
women, 6 men) according to the International Classifica-
tion of Headache Disorders version III criteria [1] were
prospectively evaluated between May 2009 and May 2012
at Pedro Ernesto University Hospital. The mean age was
55.8 ± 8.5 years. Patients with symptomatic TN, other
headache disorders, chronic pain elsewhere, diabetes mel-
litus, claustrophobia, psychiatric conditions, or previous
TN operations were excluded. TN was located within the
maxillary and/or mandibular branch of trigeminal nerve
(V2-V3) in all but one patient, in which ophthalmic
branch was also involved. TN affected the left and right
sides in respectively 13 and 11 patients. The disease dur-
ation ranged from 1 to 17 years. Due to ethical reasons
and to prevent head movements during scans, TN pre-
ventive medications were not discontinued.
Twenty-four matched healthy controls (12 women, 6

men, mean age 56.3 ± 7.8 years) were also included.
Clinical neurological examination was unremarkable in
the control group. This study was conducted in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was ap-
proved by the ethical committee of Clementino Fraga
Filho University Hospital (Study 062/09). All patients
and controls gave written informed consent for the par-
ticipation in the study.

Measurement of tactile and pain perception thresholds
Sensory and pain perception thresholds were obtained by
using bipolar electrical stimulation with surface electrodes
placed on the forehead above the eyebrow (V1); on the
cheek (V2) and on the chin (V3) just lateral to the mental
foramen. Constant-current square-wave electrical stimuli
were delivered at a 3 Hz stimulation rate with 200 ms
pulse duration and varying intensity (Medelec stimulator -
Vickers Medical- UK). The patient was asked to state
when stimuli of increasing current intensity became no-
ticeable (detection threshold) and “definitely” painful (pain
threshold). Thresholds were measured in all trigeminal di-
visions and compared to the opposite side. Threshold
values were determined by the method of limits, i.e. the
average from five or more successive observations.
Imaging parameters
All subjects underwent scanning in a 1.5 T MRI system
(Avanto, Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) fit-
ted with an 8-channel phased-array head coil, the follo-
wing sequences of the brain obtained: 1) T1-weight 3D
high-resolution magnetization-prepared rapid acquisitions
with gradient echoes (3D-MPRAGE) sequence (128 slices;
1 × 1 × 1.3 mm3 voxels; 256 × 256 matrix size; field of
view = 256 mm; echo time = 3.39 ms; repetition time =
2.530 ms; flip angle 7°; 1.3 mm thick slices). 2) Echo-
planar diffusion-weighted images, with bipolar diffusion
gradients in 30 orthogonal directions (122 × 122 matrix
size, field of view = 256, repetition time = 10.1 s , echo-
time = 94 ms, slices = 73, slice thickness = 2 mm, interslice
gap = 0). To optimize the measurement of diffusion in the
brain, only two b values were used (b0 = 0; b1 = 900 s/mm2).
To minimize motion artifacts the head of the subjects

were fixed in the head coil. All images were investigated
to be free of motion or ghosting.
DTI analysis
For voxelwise diffusion modeling, diffusion data were
analyzed using FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox within FSL
4.1 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [15]. After perfor-
ming eddy current correction and brain extraction, FA
images for all subjects were created by fitting a tensor
model to the raw diffusion data. Voxelwise statistical
analysis of the FA data was carried out using TBSS
(Tract-Based Spatial Statistics) [16], part of FSL. All sub-
jects’ FA data were aligned into a common space using
the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT, which uses a
b-spline representation of the registration warp field [17].
The FMRIB58_FA standard-space template was used as
the target in TBSS (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/data/
FMRIB58_FA.html). Next, the mean FA image was cre-
ated and thinned to create a mean FA skeleton, which rep-
resents the centers of all tracts common to the group.
Each subject’s aligned FA data were then projected onto
this skeleton, and the resulting data were fed into voxel-
wise cross-subject statistics for all voxels with FA ≥ 0.30
to exclude peripheral tracts with significant inter-subject
variability. The voxelwise analysis was performed using
permutation-based inference (5000 permutations) correc-
ted for multiple comparisons, with a threshold-free cluster
enhancement (TFCE) and significance level of p < 0.05.
Corrected TFCE p-value images were computed to enable
the identification of differences in the FA areas between
patients and healthy control subjects. The WM tracts
were then identified using the Johns Hopkins University
white matter tractography atlas and the International
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Consortium for Brain Mapping DTI-81 white matter
labels atlas, both of which are available within FSL.

Subcortical volumetry and cortical thickness analysis
Automatic subcortical volumetric segmentation and cor-
tical thickness evaluation was performed using the Free-
Surfer® (FS) image analysis suite (v.5.0.0 Martinos Center
for Biomedical Imaging, Harvard-MIT, Boston, MA),
which is documented and freely available for down-
load (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The technical
details of these procedures were described previously [18].
Briefly, this fully automated process includes motion cor-
rection, removal of non-brain tissue, automated Talairach
transformation, segmentation of the subcortical white
matter and deep grey-matter volumetric structures (in-
cluding hippocampus, amygdale, caudate, putamen, and
ventricles), intensity normalization, and cortical recon-
struction. This segmentation procedure assigns a neuro-
anatomical label to every voxel in the MR image volume.
The method is based on probabilistic information esti-
mated from a manually labeled training set. The Markov
random field theory is applied, where the probability of a
label at a given voxel is computed not just in terms of the
grey-scale intensities and prior probabilities at that voxel,
but also as a function of the labels in a neighborhood
around the voxel in question. This is important for correct
differentiation between the hippocampus and amygdala,
which have similar grey-scale values. The results of the
automatic segmentations were reviewed and any errors
were corrected. Correction for the intracranial volume
(ICV), including white matter, grey matter, and cerebro-
spinal fluid, was also estimated for each subject using FS.
Individuals with a large intracranial volume tend to have
larger subcortical structures; therefore, correction by the
intracranial volume is crucial in volume quantification of
the subcortical structures. This correction can be simply
done by dividing numerically the volume of the subcor-
tical structure through the ICV.
Cortical thickness maps were calculated for each sub-

ject. The mean cortical thickness in regions-of-interest in
the groups were computed and statistically compared
(p < 0.01) by a single-binary application included in the
FreeSurfer distribution, Qdec (Query, design, estimate,
contrast). Correction for multiple comparisons was made
by Qdec using Monte-Carlo simulation (p = 0.05). Proce-
dures for the accuracy of cortical thickness measurements
have been validated with histological analysis [19] and
manual measurements [20].

Statistical analysis
Demographic characteristics, perception thresholds and
subcortical volumetry data were compared using the
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. Student T-test
was used to compare threshold values in each trigeminal
division in the affected side with the unaffected side.
Pearson correlation coefficients were used to evaluate
whether the GM/WM changes correlated with disease
duration, carbamazepine doses, sensory and pain percep-
tion thresholds. SPSS 13.0 (SPSS, Chicago IL, USA) was
used for data analysys. Data shown as mean ± SD. The
level of significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
Patient demographics
Patients demographics are shown in Table 1. Patients
and control groups did not differ in age (patients: 55.8 ±
8.5 years; controls: 56.3 ± 7.8 years; p = 0.88). All patients
scored TN paroxysms as 10 in a visual analog pain scale
and remained pain free between the attacks. A 200-
1800 mg/day Carbamazepine (CBZ) regimen was used
by all subjects except two. There was a strong positive
correlation between the CBZ dose and the disease dura-
tion TN (r = 0.489, p = 0.015).

Tactile and pain perception thresholds
The tactile perception thresholds were 5.03 ± 0.9 and 4.9
± 0.7 mA on the symptomatic and non-symptomatic sides
respectively (p = 0.94). The pain perception thresholds
were accordingly 12.1 ± 2.1 and 12.1 ± 1.9 mA (p = 0.78).
There was no difference between tactile perception thre-
sholds in patients (5.03 ± 0.8 mA) and controls (4.9 ±
0.7 mA) p = 0.61. However, the pain perception threshold
was significantly higher bilaterally (symptomatic and non-
symptomatic sides), in patients (12.3 ± 2.1 mA vs. 10.7 ±
2.1 mA, p < 0.001 - Figure 1). There was no significant
correlation between the pain perception threshold and the
carbamazepine dose (p = 0.11).

White matter results
TBSS analysis revealed no significant differences in WM
skeleton FA values between TN and healthy controls.

Subcortical volumetry
Compared with controls, TN patients had significant
volumetric reduction of mid-anterior portion of corpus
callosum (p = 0.04). This reduction was not correlated
with duration of disease or carbamazepine dose. There
was no significant difference in thalamus volumetry bet-
ween TN patients and controls or between the ipsilateral
and contralateral thalamus in the patients group.

Cortical thickness analysis
According to a single-binary application analisys (p < 0.01)
TN patients presented increased cortical thickness in some
areas including sensory, premotor, prefrontal, middle tem-
poral cortex and cingulate gyrus; and decrease in others,
such as the motor, insular, orbito-frontal, cuneus/precu-
neus and inferior temporal/fusiform cortices (Figure 2).

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/


Table 1 Characteristics of TN patients

Patient Gender Age (years) TN duration (years) Pain distribution Side CBZ dose (mg/day)

1 M 65 2 V2 R 1200

2 F 65 5 V2 + V1 L 200

3 F 40 4 V2 R 1000

4 F 62 8 V2 + V3 L 400

5 F 65 9 V2 + V3 L 800

5 F 53 4 V2 + V3 R 200

7 F 64 10 V3 L 800

8 F 62 5 V2 L 800

9 F 52 12 V3 R 1000

10 M 54 4 V2 R 400

11 F 57 11 V2 + V3 L 1800

12 F 48 5 V2 R 0

13 F 62 10 V2 R 800

14 F 53 10 V2 + V3 R 800

15 F 53 1 V3 L 0

16 M 49 9 V2 R 1800

17 F 62 17 V2 + V3 L 800

18 M 40 5 V3 L 800

19 M 53 6 V2 + V3 R 1200

20 M 37 5 V2 L 400

21 F 56 12 V2 + V3 L 800

22 F 67 6 V2 L 600

23 F 61 1 V2 R 200

24 F 61 10 V2 L 1200

TN = trigeminal neuralgia; F = female; M =male; R = right; L = left; V1 = ophthalmic branch; V2 =maxillary branch; V3 =mandibular branch; CBZ = carbamazepine.
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After correction for multiple comparisons, only the
inferior temporal/fusiform cortex and cuneus/precuneus
areas remained significantly thinner (p = 0,05) (Figure 3).
Cortical thickness at these areas correlated neither with
disease duration nor with tactile and pain perception
thresholds. However, a significant negative correlation bet-
ween fusiform cortex thickness and carbamazepine dose
was noticed (r = - 0.463, p = 0.023).
Four patients re-examined 6 months after successful

microvascular decompression showed no significant dif-
ference between the pre- and postoperative findings.

Discussion
Although the sensory function is roughly normal in pa-
tients with TN, subtle tactile and thermal sensory defi-
cits may occur at the trigeminal territory as detected by
sophisticated quantitative sensory testing [21]. A delayed
conduction in large afferent fibres has been detected in
50% of TN patients even in the absence of any clinical
hypoesthesia [22]. A conduction delay and a nociceptive
laser-evoked potential amplitude reduction have been
demonstrated ipsilaterally in 51% of TN subjects [23],
indicating a dysfunction in Aδ and C fibres. The present
study sought to detect these trifling changes - expec-
tantly reflecting axonal lesions, demyelination and/or
conduction block - as assessed by tactile and painful
threshold in order to correlate them with possible WM
diffusional and GM morphological changes. No signifi-
cant differences in tactile and pain thresholds between
the symptomatic and non-symptomatic sides or in tactile
threshold between patients and controls were noticed.
However, the pain threshold in patients was slightly
and significantly increased (p ≤ 0.001). Bilateral acti-
vation of the descending diffuse noxious inhibitory con-
trols (DNIC) with release of endorphins, due to the
repetition of painful paroxysms of TN [24] could explain
this finding, but this seems unlikely since during pain
threshold determination no neuralgic pain putatively
activating the inhibitory control has been triggered. A
second possibility would be the antinociceptive effect of
CBZ, which has been described in rats [25,26] and TN
patients after noxious laser stimulation [23].



Figure 1 Perception (A) and pain threshold (B) in patients with TN. There was no difference between the affected side and the unaffected
side. Differences in perception (C) and pain (D) threshold, between TN patients and controls. Patient’s pain threshold was significantly higher
than controls (p < 0.001).
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TN and white matter abnormalities
The results of this investigation suggest that the brain
white matter tracts microstructure is spared in TN, as
shown by the absence of DTI abnormalities.
Subtle abnormalities reveled by FA decrease have been

detected in the trigemino-thalamic and thalamocortical
tracts in migraine patients [10]. Subsequent studies using
TBSS analysis in other pain conditions (fibromyalgia [12],
complex regional pain [11], cluster headache [9], temporo-
mandibular disorders [8]) have reported abnormalities in
white matter tracts involved in sensory, modulatory and
cognitive functions.
The present results could be interpreted in two dif-

ferent ways. First, changes in diffusion could be too sub-
tle or restricted to be identified by TBSS analysis. The
sample size seems adequate as abnormalities have been
detected in about seven cluster headache patients using
the same technique [9]. Second, there are really no
changes in diffusion in TN differently to migraine. Per-
haps because TN is a paroxysmal pain, unlike the com-
plex regional pain, TDM or fibromyalgia and/or does
not involve in principle a genetic predisposition as in
migraine. It seems that the diffusional abnormalities
in the trigeminal root on the symptomatic side which
would correspond to a focal demyelination and/or axo-
nal loss [27] have no impact in the intracranial white
matter tracts.
Nevertheless, we found a significant volume reduction

(p = 0.04) of the mid-anterior corpus callosum that
connects the motor areas of hemispheres. Clinical and
experimental studies suggest an inhibitory effect of pain
on the motor cortex [28-30]. Da Silva reported on re-
duced thickness of the primary motor cortex contralater-
ally to a trigeminal neuropathic pain, which could be
hypothetically explained by inhibition of facial and cer-
vical muscles to avoid pain triggering [31]. As patients
with TN also limit talking, chewing and facial move-
ments to avoid pain triggering [32,33], this could be also
justify our findings.

TN and grey matter abnormalities
We found changes in cortical thickness in TN patients as
compared with controls. Cortical thickness changes, either
increase or reduction, involve supraspinal nociceptive pro-
cessing areas, such the orbitofrontal cortex, the insula and
motor cortex, the anterior cingulate gyrus and temporal
lobe, similarly to the other in pain syndromes . However,
after the correction for multiple comparisons only the in-
ferior temporal/fusiform cortex and cuneus/pre-cuneus
regions remained significanty thinner (p = 0,05).
In addition, the inferior temporal gyrus/fusiform cortex
thickness showed a negative correlation with CBZ dose,
the larger the cortical thickness, the lower the medication
usage.
Pain-related grey matter changes have been reported

in several pain conditions. A meta-analysis of 30 pub-
lished VBM studies in 15 chronic pain conditions has
shown that cortical changes (increase or decrease of grey



Figure 2 Group differences in cortical thickness between TN patients and controls. Blue regions indicate areas showing thickness reduction
and red regions indicate thickness increase in TN patients when compared to controls at a threshold p < 0,01, uncorrected. It was observed
cortical thickness changes in areas that include orbitofrontal cortex, insula, motor cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus and temporal lobe. All these
regions, involved in supraspinal nociceptive processing, show grey matter alterations in different types of chronic pain.
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matter) vary among different pain syndromes but over-
lap in areas such as cingulate and insular cortex, tem-
poral lobe, frontal and prefrontal cortex, thalamus and
basal ganglia, motor cortex, brainstem and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, all brain areas involved in supraspinal
Figure 3 Group differences in cortical thickness between patients and
temporal gyrus (fusiform cortex) and cuneus/pre-cuneus showed significan
reduction of fusiform cortex was negatively correlated to carbamazepine d
nociceptive processing [34]. In an heterogeneous group
including both TN and trigeminal neuropathy, Gustin
et al. [13] found grey matter reduction in the primary
somatosensory cortex, anterior insula, putamen and nu-
cleus acumbens. The thalamic volume decrease was only
controls after correction for multiple comparisons. The inferior
t thickness reduction (blue areas) in TN patients. The thickness
oses (p = 0.023 rho 1.000 -0.463).
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seen in patients with trigeminal neuropathy but not TN.
An specific study of morphometric changes in TN [14]
revealed brain matter volume reduction in the primary
somatosensory and orbitofrontal cortices as well as an-
terior cingulate, cortex insula, secondary somatosensory
cortex, thalamus, putamen, caudate nucleus, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, precuneus and cerebellum. With these
results Oberman et al. [14] concluded that the GMV re-
duction areas were nonspecific and would reflect only
the chronic pain.
Our results are similar to the previous studies in pain

syndromes only in a single-binary comparison (p < 0.01),
which could be explained by a lack of statistical power in
this group of patients or most likely by methodological
differences. Surface-based analyses provides a more pre-
cise measure of cortical thickness as VBM analysis reflects
a mixed measure of grey matter, including cortical surface
area or cortical folding, as well as cortical thickness [35].
After multiple comparisons only cuneus/precuneus and

inferior temporal/fusiform cortex remained significantly
thinner in the TN group. Although cuneus and precuneus
areas are classically related to visual information process-
ing, they are limited by the parieto-occipital sulcus, a multi-
sensory integration area [36]. One of the cuneus function
seems to be to integrate the somato-sensory information
with other sensory stimuli and cognitive processes such as
attention, learning and memory [37]. These areas are acti-
vated together with sensory/motor areas and structures re-
lated to pain in response to pricking sensation generated by
a thermal painful stimulus in trigeminal and extra-
trigeminal territory [38,39] and after selective stimulation
of Aδ fibers [40]. An EEG-MEG study in neurogenic pain
patients showed precuneus and cuneus hyperactivation in
patients with TN but not with lower limb pain [41]. In line
with the present study, Oberman et al. [14] found a reduc-
tion in GMV in the left precuneus in TN patients not re-
lated to the pain duration, attack frequency or VRS. On the
contrary, cluster headache patients have an increase in the
cuneus GMV [42]. Pain is very intense in both TN and
cluster headache, indicating that the opposite results in this
respect cannot be explained by differences in pain severity.
The pain location, mostly to the lower face in TN as op-
posed to retro-ocular, fronto-temporal areas in cluster
headache; together with the clear pathophysiological differ-
ences, central/hypothalamic cantered in cluster headache
versus peripheral in TN, could explain the contrast in
GMV findings among these disorders.
A significant reduction in cortical thickness was no-

ticed in the left fusiform cortex, an area involved with
body and face recognition [43]. It is also activated during
postoperative pain [44] and by stimulation of Aδ fibers
as well as the cuneus [40].
The perception of painful electrical shock seems acti-

vate a number of cerebral areas, namely left fusiform
cortex, hippocampus, primary and associative visual cor-
tex extending to the cuneus and precuneus as well as a
more anterior network all belonging to dopaminergic
pathways [45]. The activity of this areas was negatively
correlated to pain intensity rating, especially at the left
fusiform gyrus [45]. This posterior network, activated
during electric shock stimulation, may be involved in a
mental imagery process related to the retrieval of shock
perception [45]. The pain in TN is shock-like in nature
and could activate similar regions.
Volumetric changes of the left fusiform gyrus have been

found in patients with migraine. Compared to controls, this
region was significantly atrophied in migraine without aura,
while in migraine with aura it was increased. In the most of
patients the migraine was bilateral [46]. Pain anticipation and
perception have been associated with the left fusiform gyrus,
where the activity was negatively correlated with the pain rat-
ing [45]. It is possible that the left fusiforme cortex reduction
may not depend on the side where the pain occurs.
The role of CBZ on the present results cannot be over-

looked as the inferior temporal/fusiform cortex thickness
reduction was negatively correlated with the CBZ dose,
which had a positive correlation with the illness dura-
tion. Chronic CBZ was shown to change cellular sig-
naling in rats, which could interfere with the functional
and structural responses of various brain areas [47]. It
remains to be determined whether CBZ affects grey
matter thickness or not.
The cornerstone of TN is the electric shock-like pain

evoked at trigger zones by light touch. It seems related to
the ephaptic cross-talk between Aβ fibres mediating light
touch and small-myelinated Aδ fibres close to the trigemi-
nal nerve root entry zone, where there a focal demyelin-
ation is caused by neurovascular compression. Our study
showed a thickness reduction of the fusiform cortex and
cuneus, structures that can be activated by Aδ fibres stimu-
lation and would be involved in a mental imagery process
related to the retrieval of shock. These data strongly suggest
that such cortical areas are involved in TN pathogenesis.
However, our results do not elucidate whether these
changes reflect plastic changes of the brain as a conse-
quence of multiple, daily shock-like pain conveyed by Aδ
fibres or a causal factor in the development of TN.
Although a partial reversal of morphologic changes of the
brain after pain treatment has been reported Rodriguez-
Raecke [48], the four patients re-scaned 6 months after suc-
cessful microvascular decompression showed no evolutive
changes. It is possible that either the follow-up was too
short or TN actualy requires an interplay between periph-
eral vascular compression and GM structural predispos-
ition in order to develop, which is supported by the
occasional presence of asymptomatic neurovascular com-
pressions. Future studies may address this issue with longer
follow-up.
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Conclusions
The present study provides evidence for GM abnorma-
lities in areas usually involved with several chronic pain-
ful conditions, but also in specific areas as the cuneus
and fusiform cortex, which may be related to retrieval of
shock perception conveyed by Aδ fibers in TN. No white
matter microstructure changes were identified in TN.
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